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Artists statement

This is an audiovisual composition, a mutant and evolutional piece, developed for a space where
images and sounds are distributed and mechanically articulated. All the composition is created
using synchretic audiovisual pairs, juxtaposing audio and visual objects with diverse origins but a
common integration.
Multiple audiovisual pieces with the fixed duration of one minute are distributed in 5 series over a
total of 15 screens, confronting each other and the whole of the composition. Each series is visually
affixed to the various spaces where it is projected, well defined areas inside the gallery, supports
from where light emanates or from where it is reflected, but each series is developed visually and
audibly throughout the entire space of the gallery because if often the spectator’s field of vision
embraces more than one screen, the sound — always radiating — scatters through all the surrounding
area of each screen.
Although the installation is composed by pre-determined, pre-recorded pieces, the sequence of
the composition is both structurally and rhythmically open: the order in which the pieces of each
series are presented and the final composition that outcomes from that audiovisual flow are
indeterminate, defined at each moment by the randomization in the DVD players and by the
secondary influence that the mechanical characteristics of each player will have on the pauses
between tracks and on the subsequent shift in the synchrony between the reproduction of the
different series. Each of the series is gathered in a separate DVD disc and the collection of tracks
is played back randomly. There is no programmed control of the randomization and therefore each
piece can be reproduced sequentially not regarding whereas the entire series is completed. Two
alternative visual pieces were composed for each of the sound pieces, thus slightly reducing the
probability of consecutively reproducing the exact same audiovisual pair, but never really eliminating
this possibility. It is actually desirable that such events can happen in a project of this nature.
Both the repetition and the loop are elements that are read differently in the visual or in the audible
domains and, as the structure of this piece is built upon the (non linear) repetition of elements,

producing multiple videos for each audio piece allows us to increase the complexity of the possible
visual sequences – once that it is in the domain of the visual where we are more sensitive to the loop.
Even if the number of pieces in each series would be significantly lower — and the original plans
envisaged roughly half of the total number of pieces that were actually produced — the outcome
of the randomization is not, per se, the composition. As this is distributed through a complex space,
subdivided in different rooms, the path of the visitor trough that space is, in itself, a fundamental
compositional factor, therefore, also determinant to the shaping of the piece is read is the reader
herself, the visitor strolling through the gallery.
When experiencing each of the pieces we propose a search for the synchronous moments, not
always obvious or immediately understandable but always existent. The software programmed for
the creation of the videos analysed every frame of the audio and interpolated for each video frame
the maximum amplitude of the sound, using these values as the mathematical base of variation
integrated in the system.
Naturally, the audio has a far greater spatial expansion, although it is as amplified as the video (or
even significantly less in some cases). Its diffuse, one-dimensional and immaterial nature allows
different sound sources to cross and mix to a level impossible to achieve with video. Therefore, the
reading of each audiovisual piece (even if the spectator’s field of vision is not reaching further than
a single screen) is inevitably infected by the adjacent sounds that can never be heard on their own,
whereas the visualization of individual video pieces is in fact possible. The multiple pieces have
equally multiple minute variations in the algorithms used for their generation; the shared programmatic
roots make them exhibit multiple audio-visual affinities, diversity traits that connect all the individual
components of 30x1. / @c

Bits /

Digital Ontology; at a given moment a relation of parity is established between the sound elements
and the visual elements that compose this piece. Independently of their origin, at a given moment,
the base code of both elements’ representation is the same, identical, undifferentiated, and infinitely
accessible and scrutinizable. In that moment, that place, those elements are information, closely
related and parameterized, in continuous dialogue, emerging as an audiovisual unit, points of light
and sound exquisitely intertwined, sharing the same digital ontology.
Audioimage; here we speak of a possibility, something that will happen outside of the screen, even
outside of the physical space where the piece is set, something external to the very elements that
compose it, something that when happening, will do so in the mental space of whoever is perceiving.
This phenomenon of audiovisual synthesis, this indissociable entity that gains substance in the
audioimage is thus found to be a purely mental construct.
30x1; audiovisual composition, spatial, temporal, evolutional and mutant, built from audiovisual
blocks with the fixed duration of 1 minute (1.500 PAL video frames, 2.646.000 PCM audio frames
at 44.1 KHz / 16 bit), organized in 5 series, 1, 2, 3, and 4, plus one, 0, of introduction and conclusion,
and randomly reproduced by 15 DVD players in 15 screens.
The Audio-Vision and Visual-Audition; what is driving what in this piece? Is sound strengthening
the image? Is image empowering sound? In most of the “audio-visible” circumstances, the image
builds the conscientious nucleus of attention and sound constantly brings along a series of effects,
feelings and significances that through a phenomenon of projection are attributable to the image
and seem to “naturally” stem from it. On the other hand, the definition of visual-audition is proposed
in circumstances where the perception is consciously focused over the audible and upon which the
visual context applies a deep influence, empowering or deforming its perception. It is clear that

reality proposes an infinitely vast array of combinations in the space between these two forms of
perception, where the primacy of one or the other sense oscillates indefinitely. This piece seems
to search to establish an objective balance between the elements, perhaps fed by the idea that the
perception of a moment where sound and image somehow relate towards the creation of meaning
is far from being split among both, always prevailing the mutual influence and a chain of significances
that successively seem to emanate from their amalgamation.
Synchresis; synchronism and synthesis, a spontaneous psychophysiological phenomenon dependent
from our nervous and muscular connections. Widely explored in this piece, admirably in the constellations of small scintillating squares, it consists on perceiving the combination of single auditory
and visual events in the instant when both are simultaneously produced as a single event. The
phenomenon, literally uncontrollable, leads to the instantaneous building of a close relationship of
interdependence between sounds and images, referring both to a common origin, regardless of their
individual sources, of their shapes and their origins or nature, individual and specific. Pure geometric
shapes are constellations, torrents, eruptions, matter, movement, speed, thrust, organic sounds
and synthetic sounds. Organic sounds and synthetic sounds are pure geometric shapes in motion,
speed, thrust, constellations, torrents, eruptions and vibration.
Michel Chion; audioimage, audiovision and visual-audition, synchresis, extension and temporalization
are ideas proposed by the French theoretician, professor, composer and director Michel Chion, in
a series of works that culminate in the book L’audio-vision (1990) in which he unpretentiously (in
the words of Claudia Gorbman) suggests new ways of thinking about the structures and effects of
the audiovisual experience.

The Extension; the “audiovisual condition” as a result from the combined sounds and images does
not presuppose, a posteriori, their differentiated perception. Sounds and images, when combined,
are perceived as space-time organization, as matter and meaning. The audiovisual combine as “cause”
produces a determined number of “effects” that are generated by sounds and images in an audiovisual
context and therefore, effects of audiovisual inception. The Extension is an audiovisual effect that
is related with the construction of space through the combination of sounds and images. It usually
defines a concrete space from which the extension operates, having a restrictive nature when only
the sounds produced at that specific space are heard, or a broader nature as more and more sounds
from adjacent spaces are included, and broader still when the sounds from spaces further away or
even distant sounds are brought together. The spatial extension of the viewer’s field, the introduction
of the super-field operated by the auditive contexture strategically operated in the spatial complexity
is affirmed in this piece as a fundamental element for the construction of its aesthetic experience.
Temporalization and points of Synchronization; the way the sound/image connection models are
established and the distribution of the so called points of synchronization are important elements
for the “temporalization” of the images and, obviously, to visually underline the temporal character
of the sounds. The activation of an image depends on the way in which the sound introduces points
of synchrony and the way that the management of expectations from the spectators in relation to
the situations where the synchrony is verified is developed. A synch point is a “salient” moment in
an audiovisual sequence, the moment during which a sound event and a visual event are joined in
synchrony. These moments of meaningful encounter, between sound and image, are a pledge of
the relative autonomy of the flow of images and sounds, which run parallel to the audiovisual spacetime. The control of that flow, of its encounters, dis-encounters and overlays build the pungent
nature of 30x1, a conjunction of moments of contemplative pure abstraction with points of a cutting
materiality that place the viewer in a constant state of afterimage. / João Cruz
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Lia was born in Graz, Austria and currently lives and works in Vienna. Working with the computer
since 1995, she defines herself as a "graphic programmer", developing activities in digital, performance and audiovisual arts. She started the turux.org project and later the re-move.org web site,
which was awarded the Net Excellence award of distinction at the Prix Ars Electronica 2003. She
has been a guest lecturer at schools in Brussels, Lausanne, Graz, Vienna, Porto, Oslo and Barcelona.
She is a founding member of the Crónica label.
http://www.re-move.org
http://lia.sil.at
http://www.wofbot.org

Pedro Tudela was born in Viseu; he lives and works in Porto. He has a degree on Plastic Arts –
Painting on the Fine Arts Faculty from the University of Porto, where he lectures in the Painting
department since 1999.
He exhibits regularly, both solo and collective, in Portugal and abroad, since 1982.
He is a member from the Virose association since 2000.
He is a co-founder and one of the editors at the media label Crónica.
He is a member of the Granular association.
http://www.virose.pt/tudela
http://www.at-c.org

Miguel Carvalhais was born in Porto, Portugal, where he currently lives and works. In 1996 he
finished his degree in Communication Design at the Fine Arts Faculty from the University of Porto,
where he lectures since 1998.
He is a co-founder and one of the editors at the media label Crónica.
He is a member of the Granular association.
http://www.carvalhais.org
http://www.at-c.org
http://www.wofbot.org

@c was started in 2000 by Pedro Tudela, Miguel Carvalhais and Pedro Almeida (who collaborated
until 2003). Always trying to develop strong audiovisual projects, @c started right in 2000 a
collaboration with Lia, not only in the presentation of many live performances as in the creation of
audiovisual pieces and now in the installation 30x1.
@c + Lia have performed in several venues, such as (among others): Mülheimer Freiheit 126, Köln;
Hörbar, Hamburg; Ausland, Berlin; Weezie, Leipzig; Fluctuating Images, Stuttgart; Ateliefrankfurt,
Frankfurt; Zemos 98, Sevilla; Videozone, Tel Aviv; Hi-TeCA, Teatro de Carlos Alberto, Porto; Festival
Internacional de Curtas Metragens, Vila do Conde; Ultrasound, Huddersfield; Atlantic Waves, London;
Transmediale Extended, Museo de Arte Contemporaneo de Santiago de Chile; CCB, Lisbon; Teatro
Viritato, Viseu; Lovebytes, Sheffield; Sonic Acts, Paradiso, Amsterdam; Centro de Arte Moderna,
Lisbon; Digital Art Generation, Public Netbase, Vienna; IFI, Faculdade de Bellas Artes de Pontevedra;
Offf, Universidad Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona; Transmediale, Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin;
Número, Pavilhão Carlos Lopes, Lisbon; Encontros de Música Experimental, Setúbal; Stealing
Eyeballs, Künstlerhaus, Vienna; Teatro do Campo Alegre, Porto; Blue Spot, Coliseu, Porto; Co-Lab,
Rivoli, Porto; Museu de Serralves, Porto.
@c has releases on Crónica (pt), Fuga Discos (ar), Grain of Sound (pt), IndexDVD (at), Lanolin (at),
Ristretto (pt), Sirr (pt) and Variz (pt).

Technical requirements

30x1 can be assembled with a variable number of screens, being preferably adapted to the
specificity of each space. In its premiere installation at Solar, Galeria de Arte Cinemática, in Vila
do Conde, 30x1 was assembled with:
- 6 Sony TV screens
- 3 Hantarex screens
- 6 Video projectors
- 6 pairs of stereo sound monitors
- 15 DVD players
A minimum setup can in priciple be achieved with at least 5 screens (TV, Hantarex or Video projectors)
but the number and type of screens should always be studied according both to availability and to
the space where 30x1 can be installed.
Maintenance of the installation should be minimal, once that after the initial setup of volumes and
brightness/contrast of the screens is made, all that there is to do on a regular daily maintenance
is a simple powering on or off of the system.

Installations

30x1 was setup in:
30x1.0 (premiere exhibition):
2005 09 10 to 2005 10 23 at Solar, Galeria de Arte Cinemática, Vila do Conde, Portugal.

